The Johns Hopkins University is to have an independent baseball team. The athletic association has refused to recognize or give any aid to the national sport.

The Intracollegiate Wrestling Association will hold its annual meet at Philadelphia, Pa., next week. Princeton appears to have the best chance to win the title, as Cornell, which was looked upon to win a few weeks ago, lost to the Tigers last Saturday.

Eddie K. Merrifield, the Harvard quarter-back, in his relay, as a member of the Boston Athletic Association team against Harry Giesing, New York's over-liner runner, was credited by Charles Hogen with running the last quarter in an even 40 seconds.

One of the runners on the Penn freshman team which will compete in the freshman relay race at the Penn relay carnival will be Mercer, the former George schoolboy, who is known by the track followers chiefly because of his ability to vault over 18 feet and clear close to 53 feet in the running broad jump. He has shown good as 51 seconds for the quarter, and that is why Murphy is picking him to represent Penn's opening class.

One-twentieth of the students at the University of Pennsylvania are from foreign countries.

The decision went to the Harvard邛, where Prof. Pearson accompanied all the students whose wishes were to go south.
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